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Block 10: Oatmeal Raisin Cookie 

 

Finished Size: 12" x 12" 

 

Oh, the smell of Oatmeal Raisin Cookies coming from my mom’s kitchen-now that brings 

back memories.  We will be making lots of Half-square Triangles this month.   

 

I hope you will consider joining my Facebook Sew Along Group.  I love seeing what you 

make!  There are quilters of all levels sewing along with me there and it is such a treat for 

me to get to know each one through this group.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/tuningmyheartsewalong 
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                                Cutting Directions  

From Yellow #1 fabric cut:  
A-(cut 1) 4½” x 4½”  
 
From Yellow #2 fabric cut:  
C-(cut 4) 2½” x 4½”                          
F-(cut 4) 2⅞” x 2⅞” 

From Pink fabric cut:  
B-(cut 4) 2½” x 4½”                          
G-(cut 4) 2½” x 2½” 

From Blue fabric cut:   
E-(cut 6) 2⅞” x 2⅞” 

From White fabric cut:  
D-(cut 2) 2⅞” x 2⅞”  
 

Note: If you are making the queen size quilt you will need to make two of this block. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Color it Your Way 
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Making the Rectangle Pairs 

Join the B and C rectangles together as shown.    

Press towards B.    

 

 

 

You will have a total of four of these units which should measure 4½” x 4½”. 

 

Making the Half-square Triangles (HST)  

 

(1) Begin by making the D/E combination. Draw a diagonal line 

on the back of both D squares.  Place right sides together on two 

E squares.  

 

 

 

(2) Sew ¼” from each side of the drawn line.  

 

 

 

 

(3) Cut apart on the drawn line.  
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(4) Press towards the E triangles as indicated by arrows. 

Trim the HST’s to 2½” x 2½”.  You will have a total of four. 

 

 

 

 

(5) Repeat steps 1-4 using the E and F squares to make a total of 
eight E/F Half-square Triangles.  Press towards E. These should also 

be trimmed to 2½” x 2½”.   

 

 

                                      Making the Corner Units  

(1) Lay out the D/E and E/F Half-square Triangles with the G squares as shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(2) Join together into pairs and press as indicated. 
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(3) Join the pairs together to make four Corner Units. Press as indicated. 

The Corner Units should measure 4½” x 4½” 

 

 

 

 Putting the Block Together  

 (1) Lay out the Corner Units, the Rectangle Units, and the A square as shown. 
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(2) Join together into rows matching seams.  Press as indicated. 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) Join the rows together matching seams and pinning as desired.  Press as indicated to 

finish the block. 

 

 

 The unfinished size of this block now measures 12½” x 12½”  
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A Note about Copyright:  The pattern itself is copyrighted.  Basically, please do not make copies of my patterns for others in 
either print or digital form. I would love it if you would direct people to my website to download their own copies of my 
patterns; in this way you will be thanking me for my work and supporting what I provide to you.  
 
Yes, you can sell your items made from my patterns. 
Any physical items you create with my patterns are yours and there are no restrictions on what you can do with them.  So go 
ahead and enter them in show, sell them, donate them for auctions, etc.  You are not required to mention Debra Davis or 
Tuning My Heart Quilts in any way.  
However, it does help me out a lot when you do. 
When you share the project and tell your friends about me and my quilt designs and tutorials, it helps me stay in business and 
support my family.  I really do appreciate it when you share and let others know you found my quilting tutorials and patterns 
helpful. 
 
So attribution is not required, but definitely appreciated! 
Please pay it forward and pay it back and let me know when you create a quilt from one of my patterns. You can send me an 
email via my website or even tag me on Facebook @tuningmyheartquilts if you like.  If I see it I will be able to comment back 
to say thank you!  
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